l6            THEOSOPHY EXPLAINED
points out the short cut to the goal of human life through
quicker progress by means of conscious effort. Further,
as by a study of comparative religion Theosophy
proves all religions to be identical in essence and origin, it
can be called the key to all religions. It gives a common-
sense explanation of matters considered as mere super-
stition in religions. It has nothing to do with external
ceremonies of any one religion, but is concerned only with
the truth underlying them all.
The members of the Society are not compelled to
accept all the statements of Theosophy on blind faith, but
are free to accept as much as appeals to them as true.
That policy rests on a very sure foundation, the founda-
tion that no man can really believe a truth, until he has
grown to the extent which enables him to see it as truth
for himself. A teaching is not really part of a man's
spiritual life ; it comes within the mental life, into that part
of his nature which is said to be knowledge, the intellect;
and the intellect is able to see only that which is akin to
itself. It is the truth in a man which recognises the truth
outside him, when once the inner vision has been opened.
Hence one object of the Theosophical Society is the study
of the great fundamental truths of all religions. No one
is asked what he believes in. All are left to study for them-
selves. As soon as the eyes of the spirit open, a man at
once recognises the truth, because the faculty of truth in
his own nature tells him that it exists. He sees by it as
he sees by the light of the sun. As long as a man is blind,
the light of the sun is nothing to him ; but for him who
has eyes, no argument is necessary to prove the existence
of the light by which he sees. Hence the motto which the
Society has adopted: ^ There is no religion higher
than Truth/1

